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Top: Cay Barres. Calligraphic Christmas tree ornaments.
“A Celebration of Letters,” page 22.
Bottom: Carol DuBosch. JUBILEE Script is perfect to
use for names on envelopes. These are Valentines for my five
grandchildren. I later added the addresses in a simple script for
easy legibility using a white gel pen. For the postage, I chose the
delightful, ribbon-script Love stamp. “JUBILEE Script,” page 6.
Click here for subscription information.
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Calligraphy &
Letterpress

By David Ashley

Photography by Renee Jorgensen

As a practitioner of both calligraphy and
letterpress printing, I have learned how
they can be very complimentary art forms.
With letterpress, calligraphy gains a threedimensional, sculptural quality that is
visually stunning, and letterpress gains
from calligraphy a richness and fluidity that
type alone cannot match.
I was first exposed to the beauty and
richness of letterpress during an excursion
to The Press at Colorado College in 1980. At
the time, The Press was run by the late Jim
Trissel, a fine printer and craftsman who
introduced a whole generation of printers
to the craft. Also, Colorado College had the
pleasure of hosting the renowned calligrapher and scholar of Roman Inscriptional
letters, Fr. Edward Catich, and I was able to
view many fine examples of his work.
I resisted the call of letterpress for many

years, fearing that it would lead to a slippery slope of acquiring a heavy press and
amassing an even heavier collection of lead
type fonts. Now, with a press (weighing
over 900 pounds) and around 100 fonts
(weighing over a ton) in my Denver studio,
I can sincerely attest that my earlier fears
were correct!
It was through a back door that I
eventually came at letterpress. I was doing
more and more bookbinding, and from a
binder friend, I purchased a foil stamping machine and a little bit of type to add
titles to the covers of my books. Gradually, I
acquired more type through gifts and trades
with fellow calligraphers and other friends.
Next I discovered eBay, then found Tom
Parson, the “Dean of Denver Printers,” who
began casting some vintage Frederic Goudy
fonts for me. A slippery slope, indeed!

After trying to avoid letterpress for many
years, I was truly surprised at how much
I enjoyed it as I learned how it works.
Letterpress fits my personality: I am a born
tinkerer, which you have to be to make all
the pieces work. Because I had a thorough
background in calligraphy, designing with
type was an easy step to take – line spacing
and letter spacing on capitals were a natural
for me. Hermann Zapf noted that calligraphers make the best type designers; that
training doesn’t hurt with printers, either.
Even before I acquired my own press, I
was working on calligraphic pieces for letterpress. Back in 1995, I won a raffle at Brian
Allen’s shop. (Brian is an exceptional printer,
now based in North Carolina.) My prize was
some printing by the shop, and I chose to do
a pop-up holiday card, copying an architectural model I had made many years earlier.
All calligraphy and
letterpress printing is
by the author unless
otherwise noted.

At right is a
calligraphic wedding
invitation, printed
letterpress from a
magnesium printing
plate, on Stonehenge
paper; at left is
the printing plate
that was used.
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A cathedral pop-up card, letterpress printed from polymer plates by Brian Allen on Canson Mi-Teintes and Rives, with watercolor and Schmincke gold gouache
added by hand. At left is my original art, and at right is the calligraphy for the other side of the card. (See inside front cover for a view of the closed card.)

I figured out the complex cuts and folds and
then rendered the building in walnut ink.
(The artwork was done actual size, which is
unusual for printing, where the process
often involves reducing hand-done art.)
Brian printed the parts using polymer printing plates, and I then colored, cut, folded,
and assembled the cards. (Shown above.)
Another early piece was an open house
invitation. This commission featured my
Italic calligraphy, printed letterpress on
handmade paper for the invitation itself and
printed offset for the envelopes and reply
card. I did the hand-addressing in the same
Italic. Decorative Japanese paper was used
as a tissue. This project was a collaboration
with Paper Pleasures, a store opened by my
friend Alice Turak (the store is no longer
open); the letterpress was printed by Tom
Parson. The client was very pleased with
the invitation – and with the great attendance at their event. (Shown at right.)

reproduction, all artwork (calligraphy and
illustration) is done in black on white paper.
I use either a hot press watercolor paper or
vellum-finish bristol board; from either one,
small errors and pen-catch splatters can
be easily scraped away with a sharp razor
blade.
Normally, when preparing calligraphy
for reproduction, it is helpful to make it
larger; when reduced, the edges of the
letters “sharpen” and minor flaws disappear.
I generally work about twice as large as the

finished piece. (Very fine lines are difficult
to print well, so remember that the “thins”
of your lettering will become even thinner when the artwork is reduced.) When
working on an invitation, the first consideration, of course, is the size of the envelope
– everything works back from there. Also, if
a digital file is needed, the finished artwork
will need to fit the bed of your scanner,
unless you are okay with piecing together
multiple scans in Photoshop. Of course, it
is always helpful to talk to your letterpress

Artwork for Printing
After doing a detailed layout and having
it double-checked and approved by the
client, I then do the finished artwork. For
Invitation on handmade paper, printed letterpress by Tom Parson from a polymer plate. The
reply cards and envelope were offset printed. Red
Japanese paper served as the tissue paper.
Click here for subscription information.
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Top: Invitation envelope
showing the return address
and the reply card envelope,
both with pointed pen script
by Jake Weidmann. Printed
letterpress from polymer
plates.
Bottom: A letterpress wedding
invitation on Stonehenge
paper. The calligraphy is
printed from a polymer
printing plate, the other text
from hand-set Optima and
Century Schoolbook type.
The reply card is shown on
page 14.

printer before doing the artwork about what processes they normally
use and what will work best.
After the artwork is finished, I scan it using as high a resolution as
practical; you want to scan between 400 and 1200 dpi (dots per inch).
Your printer or plate maker may prefer one image file format (TIFF or PDF)
over another, so it is a good idea to ask.
When designing invitations or other commissions for letterpress, you
should generally steer clear of continuous-tone art (such as photos, pencil
drawings, or paintings) or densely detailed pen-and-ink work. They require
slick, shiny paper and a light (kiss) impression – quite different from the
lush paper (often handmade) and noticeable depression or bite where type
or plate meets the paper, characteristic of letterpress today. One option for
a piece requiring such artwork is to first print that artwork digitally, then
print the letterpress components.

Some Favorites
My favorite letterpress pieces have been invitations for friends and their
children. One is very elaborate wedding invitation, with a number of
decorative papers folded very carefully, a blessing in Hebrew and English
digitally printed on thin Japanese paper, and the actual invitation letterpress printed on Fabriano Medioevalis stationery. There were 200 of these
invitations, and the family needed a month to assemble them! This piece
was printed with a metal magnesium plate. (Shown opposite.)
Another favorite was for a young man I have known since he was in
swaddling clothes. He and his bride had very specific wants, which were
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best achieved by mixing calligraphy and hand-set type. We used two
colors, a light purple ink for the calligraphy and a pale gray for the
text. Each color required a separate run through the press: one was
printed from a plate, the other from the type. The couple also had
a calligraphic letterpress reply postcard. These pieces were printed
with locally made polymer plates. (The invitation is shown on the
opposite page; the reply card and its polymer plate are shown on
the next page.)
Writing involves a dynamic interaction of the hand, the pen, the
ink, and the paper. In original calligraphic works, traces of that

sensuous interplay are left on the paper, in the form of the
letters and in the ink or paint itself. Usually, when reproduced, all
is flattened and the work becomes one-dimensional. With letterpress printing, calligraphy can be reproduced with a look and feel
that commercial printing cannot match. The interaction between
the rigid plate of fluid calligraphic forms, the inks, and the soft,
textured paper works to create multiple originals rather than flat
reproductions. When you hold an actual piece of fine printing in
your hand, you will understand just how pleasing this combining
of calligraphy and letterpress this can be.

Wedding invitation with origami-style enclosure of Asian decorative papers and Maziarcyzk paste papers. The blessing is digitally printed on Japanese
mulberry paper; the invitation and thank-you note are printed letterpress from magnesium plates. Hebrew calligraphy by Risa Aqua.
Click here for subscription information.
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MORE ON LETTERPRESS FROM DAVID ASHLEY
Normally, a letterpress invitation takes a month to produce, though
if all materials and designs are ready to go, it can be turned around
in a couple of weeks. It can be astonishing how much time it can
take to set the press up, get the piece positioned exactly on the page,
and get the impression just right. Once all this make-ready is done,
the actual printing can just fly off the press.

Plates
Letterpress is printed with three-dimensional plates. Generally they
fall into two types: metal plates, pre-mounted, usually on wood,
to the same height as metal type (type-high); and photopolymer
plates. Both plate types start with the making of a film negative,
which is then used to expose the plate material.
Polymer plates start as a layer of light-sensitive polymer on a
metal sheet. When exposed to ultraviolet light through the clear
areas of the negative, the polymer hardens, but where the opaque
areas of the negative block the light, the polymer remains watersoluble. After exposure, the plate is thoroughly washed and the
background material dissolves away, leaving raised areas – the
letters and other elements that will print. Polymer plates need
to be mounted on a magnetic or double-stick base to make them
type-high for printing (your printer will have a system they
regularly use).

Bookplate for Drew University with calligraphy and
calligraphic drawing, letterpress printed from a magnesium
plate on Crane’s Crest paper.

Metal plate production is similar, with exposure of photosensitive
resist material on the metal, removal of unhardened resist, and then
acid etching to remove the non-printing areas of the metal plate.
Because it is more durable (though also more expensive), a plate of
copper metal is often used for press runs of over 500 pieces. Most of
my metal plates have been magnesium and have been from Owosso
Graphic Arts in Michigan.
The printing plate can be a keepsake for you or your client after
the job is done. (Note that whichever kind of plate is made, it will
be wrong-reading, that is, mirror-backward to what will be printed,
just like printers’ type or an office rubber stamp with text.)

Presses
There are two types of presses in general use today for fine letterpress printing: the platen press and the cylinder proof press. Mine
is a platen press, a Chandler & Price Old Style made in the 1890s.
Platen presses can be run by either a treadle or a small motor. The
paper is placed on the platen, which is then moved by the press in a
clamshell fashion towards the type or plate, making the impression.
There are usually three rubber rollers that pick up the ink from
a disc at the top of the press and distribute it evenly over the
type or plate between each impression. A hundred years ago, a
trained printer working with power from an overhead belt and a
mechanical feed could print 1,000 to 1,200 pieces per hour! I print
much, much slower.
The reply postcard for the invitation shown on page 12. Under the
letterpress printed card is the polymer plate it was printed from.
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Above: The Chandler & Price Old Style platen
press and drawers of metal type in David Ashley’s
Denver, Colorado, studio.

Right: Letterpress printed invitation. The type was
digitally set with Charlemagne and Charlesworth
fonts, and a magnesium plate was made.
The calligraphic ampersand in the monogram is
modified type. For the monogram, separate plates
were made, one for each color, each a
separate run through the press.

Vandercook is by far the most common brand of cylinder proof
press. These flatbed presses were used to produce proofs of type
and Linotype slugs before printing. They are not designed for production work, but because this kind of press has a large cylinder
that puts lots of pressure on one small area at a time, they are
especially good for larger pieces and for work where an artistic look
is wanted or where a very good bite is needed. They are often used
to print from wood type, and many printers use them to print
posters for concerts and other events. For the most part, you would
not want to do a large edition with this type of press.
Click here for subscription information.

Inks
Two types of inks are used for letterpress printing, oil base and
rubber base. Oil base ink is essentially the same formula that
Gutenberg developed in the fifteenth century. It is like artists’ oil
paint, only thicker. Historically, its base was a vegetable oil, such as
linseed oil, but today it often also contains petroleum distillates.
Rubber base ink is a more modern invention that has the advantage
of not drying quickly, so it can be left on the press or type for some
time without drying out. Oil base ink left on the press can damage
both the type and (especially) the rollers. 
Bound & Lettered b Fall 2015
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